
 

STAGE Early KEY  This term in  

KS2 our topic is  

Early Civilisations 

QUICK REMINDERS: 

Please check your child’s pencil case regularly 

to keep it up to date if pens run out etc. 

FRENCH Sports with Mde Owen 
 
Learn how to ask closed questions.  

Play Guess Who in French.  

Learn through games and activities the 

vocabulary for the rooms in a house and 

the furniture.  

Put these into sentences. 

 
 

Remember to join us on  

Facebook and keep updated!  

 Search for your  

class name! 

ART with Mrs Fowler 
How can we get the most out of our 

sketchbooks? Can art play tricks with 

your mind? Drawing skills 

Artist study: Bridget Riley/ Victor 

Vascarely. 

 

MUSIC with Mrs Barrow 

To appreciate and understand a 

wide range of music drawn from 

different traditions and explore 

rhythmic patterns and create a 

rhythmic grid. To explain how music 

evokes certain moods, characters 

and events. 
COMPUTING / D&T with Mr 

Spelman 

Emailing  

Journey Inside a Computer: 

Adapting a recipe: 

 

Life Curriculum with Mrs Jones  
Class rules/ school expectations. Class code of 

conduct. Fire safety. Personal and health and 

fitness. Setting and reaching goals. Bullying. What 

does consent mean Personal finance. 

Religious Education with Mr 

Jones 

What is the ‘Trinity’ and why is it 

important for Christians? What 

do Hindus believe God is like? 

LITERACY with Mr Jones  

- Story Writing 

- Explanation writing 

 

Grammar and punctuation will link 

into all aspects of learning and we will 

continue with daily spelling lessons. 

NUMERACY with Mr Jones 

-  Place Value 

- Addition  

- Subtraction 

- Multiplying 

- Dividing 

- Problem solving  

Dates for your Diary: please see the Friday 

Flyer each week! 

  

  

  

SCIENCE with Mrs Griffiths: 

Animals & Including Humans 

What is the purpose of the skeleton & muscles? What are the right types 

and amounts of nutrition? What is the function of the digestive system 

and our teeth? 

Please have your planner 

 in school every day 

HUMANITIES with Mrs Orr  

A study of the Earliest Civilisations 
Ancient Egypt and Mayan Civilisation 
Study maps to identify countries and cities around the world. Link to 
historical invasions, historical inventions that shaped the UK and world. 

Homework 

- Spellings – tested each Monday. 

- Reading -  4 x 15mins a week.  

- Times Tables – tested each Monday. 

- English – Desert Island Books 

- Maths -  please aim to complete 30 mins of 

Mathletics each week.  

 


